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Gintroduction
Take a moment to read our guide to enjoying your
gin to the fullest - you’ll find it ginuinely helpful

35ml Measures - Pure Ginious

We offer the extra gincentive that all of our gins are served
in 35ml measures rather than the traditional 25ml, giving you
additional value for money and allowing you to appreciate
the full extent of your premium gin and tonic as a long, slow,
sumptuous experience

Premium Presentation

Our gin and tonics are served to a certain protocol – only
ever served in our over-sized goblets with lashings of ice

Premium Gins Demand Premium Mixers

A gin and tonic is only 35% gin, so why combine a premium
drink with anything of a lesser quality? We prefer to pair all
our gins with Fever-Tree Premium Tonic Waters. With their
carefully selected natural botanicals and perfect carbonation,
Fever-Tree tonics have been crafted to enhance the taste of
gin

Four Steps to the Perfect G&T
Step One

Consult the Gin Bible and cross reference with our Ginventory
for the premium tipple of your choice – both of these
documents can be found in the gindustrial holder next to
your table

Step Two

Choose your premium Fever-Tree tonic or mixer (listed at the
end of your Ginventory) for an added ginjection of quality,
taking full advantage of our ginerous mixer offer. Fever-Tree
tonics usually £2 each, but just £1.30 when served with a
premium gin

Step Three

Use your gintuition to select a garnish that will further
enhance your drinking experience (also listed at the end of
your Ginventory)

Step Four

Order your selection from the main bar. On a busy night you
will be issued with a ‘Gin Voucher’ and instructed to collect
your order from the Gin Dispensary

Step Five

Sit back, relax in the gintimate surroundings
and simply ginjoy!

Ginventory
Our premium selection with
some really ginteresting tipples

Adnam’s Copperhouse

£5 | 40%
Using the ‘London Dry Gin’ method – where the botanicals
are added directly to the spirit in the copper pot still –
Adnams Gin is made with juniper berries, orris root, coriander
seed, cardamom pod, sweet orange peel and hibiscus flower.
An approachable, slightly floral gin – great for summer
sipping. From the Southwell Brewery.
Tastes best with Fever-Tree Indian Tonic & rosebuds

Aviaton

£8.50 | 42%
A batch distilled gin from America, Aviation offers a Dutch
style. It is distilled from rye and flavoured with juniper,
lavender, anise, sarsaparilla, orange peel and cardamom.
Tastes best with Fever-Tree Indian Tonic & lemon

Bathtub Old Tom

£7 | 42.4%
A recreation of the popular 17th century style gin. Infused
with 6 botanicals including juniper, coriander, orange peel,
cinnamon, clove, and cardamom. Sweet on the nose from the
liquorice root; sugary mouth feel and a lingering finish. It has
a slightly earthy warmth, but the sugary element brings out
the citrussy, juniper notes.
Great with Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic & orange

Bloom

£6 | 40%
Distilled at the oldest distillery in the UK since 1761, only
seven Master Distillers have worked there in 250 years. It is
a light, delicate and floral gin with a totally unique slightly
sweet taste created by a bespoke blend of 3 botanicals –
honeysuckle, chamomile and pomelo.
Great with Fever-Tree Elderflower Tonic & strawberries

Bulldog

£5 | 40%
Made from Norfolk wheat from the fertile East Anglia region
of England, Britain’s purest fresh water from Wales and a
distinctive blend of 12 botanicals from eight countries around
the world. Includes such delights as Chinese dragon eye,
Turkish white poppy seeds, Asian lotus leaves, Italian juniper,
Moroccan coriander, German angelica, Spanish lemon,
Chinese liquorice, Italian orris, Spanish almonds, Asian cassia
and French lavender. Vegan-friendly and certified Kosher.
Enjoy with Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic & raspberries

Buss No.509 Pink Grapefruit Gin

£11 | 40%
Packed with citrus notes, this Buss No.509 Gin features red
Californian grapefruit as a botanical, along with Juniper,
Coriander, Liquorice, Angelica, Vanilla, Cardamom, Iris,
Orange and Lemon. Bright and flavoursome, this Belgian gin
would make for a fine aperitif.

Brokers

£5 | 40%
Produced near Birmingham for over 200 years. Ten traditional
botanicals are used and quadruple distillation in a copper
pot still results in a smooth palate. It delivers rich and creamy
candied citrus fruit peel aromas and the finish gives the
perfect balance of fresh botanicals, with spicy juniper and
sweet ripe citrus fruits.
Pairs best with Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic & lime

Caorunn

£5.50 | 41.8%
Caorunn – pronounced ‘ka-roon’ – is the Gaelic word for
Rowan Berry, a Celtic botanical that forms the very soul of
this gin. Through infusing a total of eleven botanicals in a
unique Copper Berry Chamber, it harnesses Scotland’s unique
natural resources and wild, foraged highland botanicals to
mouth-watering effect.
Best with Fever-Tree Indian Tonic, apple & raspberries

Citadelle

£8.50 | 44%
A unique aged French gin produced in very small quantities
in Château de Bonbonnet by the cellar master of Cognac
Ferrand. Citadelle Gin Reserve is also matured for 6 months in
old oak casks.
Lovely with Fever-Tree Indian Tonic & orange

Daffy’s

£5 | 43.4%
Founded by Chris Molyneaux & his wife Mignonne this gin
can be enjoyed neat. Blended with unique Lebanese mint
which is grown in Mignonne’s father’s vineyard in the Bekaa
valley sets Daffy’s apart. It is fruity and full of life – smooth
and vibrant spices lead to lively citrus and Lebanese mint,
then to red fruit followed by juniper.
Best with Fever-Tree Naturally Light Tonic Water & mint

Death’s Door

£6.50 | 47%
Death’s Door Gin has a surprisingly simple botanical mix of
juniper berries that grow wild on Washington Island with
coriander and fennel sourced from within the state.
Pairs best with Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic & mint

Dodd’s

£8 | 49.9%
Produced at The London Distillery Company in Battersea,
the city’s first whisky distillery in over 100 years, Dodd’s Gin
is made using organic spirit and botanicals, which include
juniper, angelica root, fresh lime peel, bay leaf, green
cardamom, black cardamom, raspberry leaf and London
honey. Over the course of the year honey is sourced from
different parts of London, hence the beehive postcode on the
back of the bottle. In the past honey has been sourced from
the rooftops of Fortnum & Mason.
Try Fever-Tree Elderflower Tonic,lemon & juniper berries

Dorothy Parker

£8.50 | 44%
A spectacular American gin named after the legendary writer,
poet and satirist, made with traditional and contemporary
botanicals including juniper, elderberries, citrus, cinnamon,
and Hibiscus Petals.
Tastes good with Fever-Tree Indian Tonic & strawberries

ELLC

£7.50 | 45%
There’s a strong note of cardamom on the nose, which is less
prominent once tasted, where lemon and grapefruit peel
provide fresh citrus upfront. The coriander seed adds a touch
of spice, while cubeb berries and cardamom anchor the gin
and provide a lasting depth. Classic dry gin. Delicious!
Great with Fever-Tree Indian Tonic, basil & grapefruit

Elephant

£7.50 | 45%
Baby oil isn’t made of babies and Elephant Dry Gin isn’t
made of elephants either! It is, however, distilled in Germany
using 14 botanicals that include some rather unusual but
fascinating African ingredients like Baobab, the Buchu plant,
Devil’s Claw and African Wormwood.
Tastes great with Fever-Tree Indian Tonic & apple

Ferdinand’s Saar Dry Gin

£11 | 44%
Ferdinand’s Saar Dry Gin features a particularly intricate
recipe, with 30 different botanicals in the mix, including
thyme, sloe and rose hip, among (many) others. As if that
wasn’t enough, the German distillers add a very specific
amount of fruity, semi-sweet Riesling. There’s lots going on
in Ferdinand’s Saar Dry Gin, but it’s all well balanced and
yummy - it’s really quite an experience!
Great with Fever-Tree Indian Tonic & orange

Fifty Pounds

£8 | 43.5%
A genuine English small batch distilled gin where the
careful selection and a perfect combinations of its natural
ingredients give this gin an exceptional smoothness. Juniper
on the tip of the tongue, followed by lemon, coriander and
angelica. A bit of spice, with citrus blossoming in the middle.
The finish hints at anise, angelica, juniper and citrus rind.
Pairs best with Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic & basil

Filliers Dry 28

£9 | 46%
From Belgium, Filliers Dry Gin 28 was first created in 1928
by Firmin Filliers using 28 botanicals such as citrus fruits,
exotic herbs and strong-flavoured roots, as well as the allimportant juniper.
Pairs well with Fever-Tree Indian Tonic & rosemary

Four Pillars

£8.50 | 41.8%
Four Pillars Rare Dry Gin is a modern style of Australian
gin from the Yarra Valley. Made using whole oranges,
pepperberry leaf, cinnamon, cardamom and star anise, this
is spicy with big citrus notes.
Pairs best with Fever-Tree Indian Tonic & orange

Ford’s London Dry Gin

£8.50 | 45%
Fords Gin is made at Thames Distillers in London using
wheat. The botanicals – including Spanish lemon peel,
Turkish grapefruit peel and Chinese jasmine – are steeped in
the stills for 15 hours before distillation. The result is a gin
where the botanicals come to the fore.
Pairs best with Fever-Tree Indian Tonic & lemon

Gilpin’s Westmorland Extra Dry

£6 | 47%
Big, bold juniper flavour with a bitter orange finish.
Best enjoyed with any of our Fever-Tree Tonics & lemon

Gin Mare

£6 | 42.7%
Made in the small Spanish fishing town of Vilanova, just
outside the city of Barcelona. Rosemary, thyme, olive
and basil are included in the botanical line-up. The citrus
element is a custom blend of sweet oranges from Seville,
bitter oranges from Valencia and lemons from Lleida.
Savoury and unusual, but extremely well balanced.
Pairs best with Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic & kiwi

G’vine Florasian

£6 | 40%
Batch distilled using a neutral grape spirit and fresh wholefruit botanicals in France’s Cognac region. As the base
gin infusions are nurtured, nine other botanicals ( juniper
berries, ginger root, liquorice, cassia bark, green cardamom,
coriander, cubeb berries, nutmeg and lime) are individually
macerated and distilled in small, bespoke liquor stills and
then added.
Pairs best with Fever-Tree Elderflower Tonic,
apple & juniper berries

Hayman’s

£7.50 | 40%
Natural botanicals are hand picked from all over the world
and added to pure grain spirit to create a unique, full
flavoured Gin. Ten botanicals are essential in creating the
fresh crisp elegant flavour of Hayman’s London Dry Gin.
Christopher believes it is the careful and consistent balance
of Juniper, Coriander, Orange and Lemon peel which is vital
in crafting a classic style of London Dry Gin.
Great with Fever-Tree Indian Tonic & lime

Hendrick’s

£4.50 | 41.4%
Delightfully infused with cucumber and rose petal. One of
the front runners of artisan production. Glasses of Hendrick’s
and Tonic are always adorned with a distinguished slice of
cucumber instead of lemon or lime.
Pairs best with Fever-Tree Elderflower Tonic & cucumber

Makar

£8.50 | 45%
Juniper, coriander seed, angelica, lemon, liquorice, black
peppercorns and rosemary make up the botanical line-up
for Makar Glasgow Gin, which is about as classic in taste as
you could hope for. It’s undoubtedly one of the most juniper
forward gins, with berries providing a bold and sappy tome.
Rosemary comes through on the finish, bringing a herbal
element to the otherwise medicinal palate. A slither of
green chilli brings a whole new layer of complexity to the
gin and creates a real live-wire of a G&T.
Tastes great with Fever-Tree Indian Tonic & green chilli

Martin Miller’s

£7 | 40%
Martin Miller’s gin is distilled in pot stills and shipped
to Iceland, where it is mixed with Icelandic spring water.
It is flavoured with Tuscan juniper, cassia bark, angelica,
Florentine orris, coriander, Seville citrus peel, nutmeg,
cinnamon and liquorice root.
Tastes best with Fever-Tree Elderflower Tonic,
cardamom seeds & juniper berries

Monkey 47

£7 | 47%
The gin connoisseur’s choice. 47 botanicals, lime peel and
other citrus joined by herbal piney juniper spruce notes, as
well as hibiscus floral touches. Made in the Black Forest in
Germany.
Pairs best with Fever-Tree Indian Tonic,
cucumber & mint

Napue Finnish Gin

£8.50 | 45%
With meadowsweet, sea buckthorn, cranberries, spruce
wood and birch leaves all in the line-up, Napue Gin is
refreshingly Nordic to say the least. A dry gin with a strong
regional accent. The juniper and coriander seed are evident
throughout, however, they are taken in different, uniquely
Scandinavian directions.
Tastes great with Fever-Tree Indian Tonic,
rosemary & lingonberries

No. 3

£6 | 46%
This is created using just six ingredients and distilled in a
traditional copper pot still. The three fruits used are: juniper,
Spanish orange and grapefruit peel and the three spices are
angelica root, coriander seed and cardamom pods.
Great with Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic & grapefruit

No. 209

£8.50 | 46%
No. 209 Gin is a small-batch, handcrafted spirit with a flavor
for the 21st Century cocktail revolution. Vastly different
from the juniper-heavy gins of the past, No. 209 opens with
a beautifully aromatic nose of predominately citrus and
floral notes with a hint of spiciness. First across the palate
are the citrus high notes, with lemon followed by a hint of
orange. As the spirit warms in the mouth, delicate floral
notes are liberated from the bergamot and coriander. Midpalate, there is a pepper-like warmth from the emerging
cardamom and juniper. As the cardamom continues to
bloom across the palate mint-like components further
emerge. The cassia and other warm spice notes become
prominent on the finish. The cassia in particular lingers,
encouraging another sip.
Amazing with Fever-Tree Elderflower Tonic,
grapefruit & cardamom seeds

Nolet’s Silver Dry

£9.50 | 47.6%
The creme de la creme of gin. This floral and fruit-forward
gin expresses the essence of three coveted ingredients:
Turkish rose, peach and raspberry.
Pairs best with Fever-Tree Indian Tonic & rose buds

Opihr

£4 | 40%
Pronounced ‘O-peer’. Spiced with peppercorns, cardamom,
cubebs and other spices, specially mixed to create a truly
exotic spiced spirit. Ginger and chilli finish the flavour off.
Best enjoyed with any of our Fever-Tree Tonics & orange

Pickering’s Scottish Gin

£7.50 | 45%
With 9 botanicals – juniper, coriander, cardamom, angelica,
fennel, anise, lemon, lime and cloves – the gin treads a fine
line between being both classic and contemporary along
with a huge depth of flavour. The core gin flavours are
present upfront while fennel and cardamom loom in the
background, but it’s brought back by the lime. There’s a
strong finish with the spice lingering to lave a full bodied,
yet balance gin.
Fantastic with Fever-Tree Indian Tonic &
clove-studded orange

Pink Pepper

£8 | 44%
Pink Pepper Gin is an entirely unique, intense and aromatic
gin which will evolve both in the bottle and in the glass.
When the bottle is young, diluted or chilled, fresher, spicy
notes of pink pepper, juniper and cardamom are prominent.
Over time the liquid evolves allowing notes of patisserie,
vanilla, tonka and honey to come to the forefront.
Tastes best with Fever-Tree Indian Tonic & orange

Plymouth

£5 | 41.2%
An interesting alternative to London dry gin. Distilled using a
blend of 6 exotic botanicals, soft Dartmoor water and grain.
A rich, fresh aroma of juniper followed by notes of coriander
and cardamom. Extremely smooth, creamy and full-bodied,
with a slight sweetness.
Great with Fever-Tree Indian Tonic & lemon

Portobello Road

£5.50 | 42%
Originally created to be the house gin at the ‘Ginstitute’
in Portobello Road, it is warm and rich, all woody spice,
energised with citrus and made using cassia bark, liquorice,
nutmeg and juniper.
Pairs best with Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic,
lime and juniper berries

Rock Rose

£8 | 45%
Established in Caithness, Scotland – Dunnet Bay is one of
Britain’s most northerly mainland distilleries and uses 18
botanicals to make their gin, of which five are grown locally.
With blackberries, rowan berries, cardamom and verbena in
the ensemble, the gin has a contemporary feel that manages
to remain firmly attached to the idea of being recognisably
dry gin. With juniper, sea buckthorn and rose root the stars
of this unique line-up – this is a gin that has soul, provenance
and quality, which would appeal to many.
Great with Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic & lemon

Sacred

£8.50 | 40%
A handcrafted gin distilled under vacuum in London and
flavoured with 12 botanicals including cardamom, fresh cut
orange, lime and lemon and distilled frankincense (Boswellia
Sacra) which gives this remarkable gin its name.
Pairs best with Fever-Tree Indian Tonic & grapefruit

Santamania

£7 | 40%
From Spain’s first urban distillery, named after the Spanish
term for ‘obsessive’. The botanicals provide a rounded flavour
and a hint of fruity freshness plump, juicy juniper berries,
coriander and liquorice bring some additional notes of their
own, and the flavour is finished off with hint of Spanish lime
and lemon and a delicate touch of angelica. Spanish pistachio
nuts add a light and original nuance, finished with a touch of
raspberry.
Tastes best with Fever-Tree Indian Tonic & raspberries

Shortcross

£8.50 | 46%
The name ‘Shortcross’ is Gaelic for Crossgar, signifying the
location of the distillery. In terms of the Gin, locally foraged
clover, elderflower, elderberries and locally grown apples
provides lifted aromatics to the coriander and juniper notes.
Nice with Fever-Tree Elderflower Tonic, mint & orange

Silent Pool

£8.50 | 45%
There is a fresh, floral sweetness on the nose, lifted by the
inclusion of elderflower. These sweet floral aromas conspire
to shout over the rest, though play somewhat of a trick
on the tongue as, to taste, the gin is far more spiced and
savoury than the nose would attest. There is a sweetness
which remains at the fore, but this is quickly displaced by the
delicious citrus as well as the spice of the cubeb and grains of
paradise. Juniper comes out with a little coaxing, making this
great for those who like a softer profile.
Great with Fever-Tree Elderflower Tonic & coriander leaf

Sipsmith

£6 | 41.6%
A particularly dry gin with a zesty, citrus finish. The
quintessential expression of a classic, traditional London Dry
Gin. Bold, complex and aromatic – smooth enough for a
Martini, but rich and balanced.
Pairs best with Fever-Tree Indian Tonic & lime

Sipsmith Sloe Gin

£6 | 29%
First distilled as London Dry Gin in a copper still. Then left it
to rest on wild sloe berries, hand-picked in the autumn. The
result is a truly handmade sloe gin that is subtle, complex
and bursting with flavour. The Nose: Gorgeous redcurrant
and ripe winter fruits with stone-fruit almond. The Palate:
Cassis comes through with soft cherry hints and a rounded
fruitiness. The Finish: Velvety mouthfeel and balanced
sweetness.

Sipsmith V.J.O.P

£6.50 | 57.7%
Very Junipery Over Proof. Junipery pine and cedarwood
dominate with hints of zesty orange. Big juniper flavour
upfront with rich spice and notes of dark chocolate. Not for
the faint-hearted – very strong.
Try it with Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic & orange

Slingsby

£9 | 45%
There’s a waft of grapefruit citrus upfront with a big dose
of soft, tangy herbals just behind it. The jasmine tea used
as a botanical isn’t obvious in it’s own right, but sample this
gin neat and you can tell it plays an important role on the
overall aroma. To taste, jammy rhubarb and a barrow full
of garden delights explode on the palate. The juniper is
evident throughout providing a resinous depth, while the
sweetness of liquorice prolongs a tantalising finish.
Tastes great with Fever-Tree Indian Tonic & raspberries

St. George Terroir

£8 | 45%
Produced on the slopes of Mount Tam in California, this
forest-driven and earthy gin has a real sense of place,
using local botanicals: Douglas Fir, California bay laurel and
coastal sage.
Enjoyed most with Fever-Tree Indian Tonic & orange

Tanqueray Rangpur Export

£6 | 41%
The Rangpur is an exotic citrus that has the zestiness of lime
and the juiciness of mandarin oranges. Rangpur, ginger and
bay leaves are added to Tanqueray’s base of four botanicals
during distillation, resulting in an easy-drinking gin with a
citrus twist. The Rangpur limes and other carefully selected
botanicals are incorporated into the actual distillation
process in the true Tanqueray tradition. Through the
distillation process, the flavors are allowed to blend, while
any bitter components are eliminated. The resulting product
offers high quality taste and a satisfyingly smooth finish.
Tastes best with Fever-Tree Indian Tonic & grapefruit

Tarquin’s Dry

£6 | 42%
Cornish gin. An exotic, world spanning botanical basket
makes Tarquin’s Gin; orris root from Morocco, green
cardamom seeds from Guatemala, cinnamon from
Madagascar and Devon violets.
Enjoy with Fever-Tree Elderflower Tonic & lavender

The Botanist Islay

£8 | 46%
An exciting and unusual gin from Islay whisky distillery
Bruichladdich, The Botanist is made in a Lomond still
christened Ugly Betty and contains no fewer than 31
botanicals, of which 22 are native to the Southern
Hebridean island itself. The latter include the likes of
mugwort, meadowsweet and the enigmatic Lady’s Bedstraw
flowers, and the resultant dry gin is described, perhaps
unsurprisingly, as ‘floral’.
Lovely with Fever-Tree Elderflower Tonic & thyme

Two Birds London Dry Gin

£8.50 | 40%
Two Birds Gin was established in 2013 and draws it’s
inspiration from our very own British countryside! Two
Birds produces, amongst other spirits, a London Dry Gin
which tries to keep faithful to the classic gin style. Like other
London Dry gins, Two Birds has not ventured down an
experimental path but rather, it has done it’s best to
uphold that classic juniper forward stance, with earthy
notes and a touch of citrus. The botanicals used are kept a
closely guarded secret; however we can reveal four of the
five ingredients (leaving you to guess the last – we think
angelica), they include the omnipresent juniper, which
plays along nicely with orris root, coriander, and citrus.
Fresh spring water taken from deep beneath the nearby
Charnwood hills is then added to bring Two Birds to its
bottling strength of 40% ABV.
Fantastic with Fever-Tree Indian Tonic & orange

Warner Edwards Harrington Gin

£6 | 44%
Produced by Tom Warner and Sion Edwards in a barn in the
Northamptonshire village of Harrington. The main three
botanicals are juniper, coriander and cardamom, which have
helped to produce a gin that’s so well balanced it can be
drunk neat if you so wish.
Pairs best with Fever-Tree Indian Tonic,
orange & juniper berries

Warner Edwards Rhubarb Gin

£8.50 | 40%
Warner Edwards Rhubarb Gin is a regal gin with real
provenance, made using a crop of rhubarb that was
originally grown in the kitchen gardens of Buckingham
Palace during the reign of Queen Victoria. The awardwinning Warner Edwards Harrington Dry Gin is combined
with the delicious rhubarb juices to create a unrestrained
gin bursting with flavour. Subtle hints of sweet spice, vanilla
and nutmeg are followed by classic gin notes of juniper,
citrus and coriander.
Pairs best with Fever-Tree Ginger Ale & mint

Whitley Neill

£7.50 | 42%
Whitley Neill is a premium London Dry Gin launched in
2005 by Johnny Neill. It contains two African botanicals,
Baobab fruit and Cape Gooseberries, that give the gin an
exotic touch to the palate and sets it apart from others.
Johnny Neill Married to an African woman who told
him evocative stories from her birthplace, he took both the
cape gooseberries and the baobab fruit as a way of infusing
elements of their lives into one product. Interestingly, 5p
from the sale of each bottle will go to Tree Aid in Africa to
help with reforestation.
Pairs best with Fever-Tree Indian Tonic & orange

Williams Chase

£8.50 | 48%
Elegant Gin is created by first pressing cider apples,
fermenting the juice into cider, then distilling into Naked
Chase Apple Vodka. The spirit is then distilled with 11
carefully considered wild botanicals, including juniper,
angelica, orange and lemon peel, hops and elderflower, in
a small Carter-Head Still (affectionately named “Ginny”).
Finished by the addition of naturally pure water taken from
the aquifer that runs underneath our orchards. The resultant
flavour is a full bodied, sharp yet fruity gin with tears and
true provenance.
Pairs best with Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic & lime

Xoriguer

£4.50 | 38%
Xoriguer (pronounced sho-ri-gair) hails from Mahon,
Menorca. It is distilled in traditional copper stills, using
high quality wine alcohol and carefully selected juniper
berries, which come from the neighbouring Mediterranean
mountains, together with aromatic herbs. These herbs are
the jealousy guarded secret of the liquor’s original bouquet.
Great with Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic & orange

Jenever

Ginternational flavours from Holland or ‘Dutch
Courage’ – some claim this to be the origin of gin
Enjoy the unique flavours without the
addition of tonic. Traditionally served at room
temperature or in a cold shot glass

Rutte & ZN Jenever Jonje

£5 | 35%
A classic young Dutch gin. There are no flavouring or
colouring agents used – all the flavour and colour comes
from fresh fruits, spices and nuts. You see, smell and taste! A
flavourful dutch gin, with a round taste of grain and juniper
berries. 100% natural without any additives, fired in small
amounts by hand. Great as an aperitif. Enjoyed best at room
temperature

Rutte & ZN Jenever Oude

£5 | 35%
Old Dutch Gin, as with the young, is also distilled malt wine
with the addition of juniper berries and herbs. However, the
amounts are different, so is the older is tastier. A spicy, soft
gin; a little sweet, a nice balance between grain, malt and
berry

Zuidam Jenever Jonje

£5 | 35%
This fruity and pleasant light gin is distilled from a mixture
of equal parts rye, corn and malted barley. After three
distillations, it is partly distilled again with herbs like juniper,
licorice and aniseed. The result is a sophisticated and fruity
not mounted gin

Zuidam Jenever Oude

£5 | 35%
This old Dutch jenever combines the specific qualities of
three different grain types. The grain spirit is distilled from
equal parts corn, rye and malted barley. The corn brings
a rich sweetness, the rye spiciness and the malted barley
provides the backbone. The new spirit is triple distilled in a
small pot still. Then, it is partially distilled a fourth time with
juniper, licorice and aniseed

GSnNug
the

Tonics & Mixers

Select a premium partner for an added ginjection of quality
£2 individually or £1.30 with a premium gin

Premium Indian Tonic Water

Uniquely fresh tasting with subtle and supportive citrus notes
that are perfectly balanced by natural quinine

Naturally Light Tonic Water

By using fruit sugars, Fever-Tree have created an allnatural,
low calorie tonic with 58% fewer calories

Elderflower Tonic Water

Soft, subtle flavours of freshly handpicked elderflower give
a perfect balance to the tonic’s natural quinine

Mediterranean Tonic Water

By using rosemary and lemon-thyme from the shores of Provence,
Fever-Tree have created a unique tonic with a delicately sweet
herbaceous taste

Sicilian Lemonade

By blending ‘sfumatrice’ lemon extracts with the finest Sicilian lemons,
Fever-Tree have crafted a perfectly balanced cloudy lemonade

Ginger Ale

Made by blending three natural and unique ginger oils, that have
been sourced from around the world, with soft spring water

Ginger Beer

By brewing a blend of three gingers from Nigeria, Cochin and the
Ivory Coast you create a ginger beer perfect in a Gin Gin Mule or as a
soft drink on its own

The

Story

Legend has it that the bark of the fever tree was first used by the Spanish
in the early 1630s when it was given to the Countess of Chinchon, who
had contracted malaria (known colloquially as the ‘fever’) whilst living in
Peru. The Countess recovered and the healing properties of the tree were
discovered. However, the healing power of this remarkable tree only became
world renowned in the 1820s when officers of the British Army in India, in
an attempt to ward off malaria, mixed quinine (the extract from the bark of
the fever-tree) with sugar and water, creating the first Indian Tonic Water.
It was made more palatable when they added a little expedient of gin to
the mixture. The original gin and tonic was thus born, and soon became
the archetypal drink of the British Empire, the origins of which were firmly
planted in the fever tree.

Finishing Touches
Your drink isn’t complete without some added extras... finish off your
G&T with the garnish of your choice, provided at no extra charge
(Items are subject to seasonal changes)

Lemon Slice
Lime Slice
Orange Slice
Apple Fan
Mint
Cucumber
Frozen Berries
Juniper Berries
Kiwi
Pink Grapefruit Wheel
Star Anise
Rosebuds
Liquorice Wood
Thai Chillies
Rosemary
Thyme
Lavender
Ginger
Violas
Basil
Cardamom Seeds

